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What is a torus
A few examples



What do these objects have in common?

Any space homeomorphic to the round torus is called a torus.

https://p3d.in/AU3pH


For example, the cartesian product of two circles is a torus,
because we obtain the round torus by sliding a smaller circle along
a larger circle.

https://p3d.in/9AbPJ


What is a flat torus?

Product of two circles: also a square with opposite sides glued.

Gluing opposite sides of a square by translation gives the square
flat torus.

Its intrinsic geometry has constant zero curvature: it is everywhere
flat.

https://www.imo.universite-paris-saclay.fr/~lelievre/t/square-cylinder-torus.html


More generally, a flat torus is a torus endowed with a metric that
makes it everywhere flat.

All such tori are parallelograms with opposite sides glued by
translation.



Is a playdough torus a flat torus?

Figure 1: A playdough torus



Is this “diamond” torus a flat torus?

https://p3d.in/FPZXg


Is this “square torus” a flat torus?

https://p3d.in/qoYwV


Question: Can flat tori be realized in Euclidean space?

They CANNOT occur as smooth closed compact surfaces! : (

They CAN be realized if we relax the smoothness requirement. : )



Figure 2: Hevea’s corrugated 𝐶1 torus, images by Borrelli, Jabrane,
Lazarus, Thibert and the Hévéa team

Figure 3: Hevea’s corrugated 𝐶1 torus



Flat polyhedral tori

Burago & Zalgaller’s construction

Figure 4: Polyhedral flat torus following the method by Burago and
Zalgaller, by Tallerie



Zalgaller’s long tori

Figure 5: Torus glued from a very long parallelogram (here a rectangle)
by Zalgaller



Quintanar’s finite corrugations

Figure 6: A polyhedral square flat torus by Quintanar



Diplotori

A family of polyhedral flat tori with 2𝑛 vertices (𝑛 ≥ 5). Also
studied by Tsuboi.

https://p3d.in/Dd0qc


Diplotori as diploid tori

Figure 7: The union of two hyperboloids with same supporting circles is a
torus.

Figure 8: The union of two ploids with common bounding polygons is a
“diploid torus” or diplotorus.
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OK but how to BUILD such a torus in practice?
It’s a polyhedron! It is flat!
So: cut paper, fold, and glue.



Figure 9: Another flat torus layout



Figure 10: Starting to fold a layout



Figure 11: Starting to glue



Figure 12: Keep gluing



Figure 13: More gluing



Figure 14: All glued up: torus!



Figure 15: Flat torus layout

Or use one of our glueless layouts, soon to appear at
kits.math.cnrs.fr and imaginary.org



Question: How diverse are the flat tori that can be obtained that
way?

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

How to think about the space of flat tori?

We do not want to distinguish between tori scaled from each other.

The layout for a flat torus, if rotated or translated, will give the
same torus.
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The modular curve of flat tori

Figure 16: Modular curve of tori, at the pseudosphere



Question: Are all points of the modular curve diplotori ?
Theorem (MS, Arnoux, Lelièvre; Tsuboi): YES !

https://p3d.in/cBofj


Some history

Figure 17: Diplotorus made by Guy Valette in 1984

▶ Segerman saw Ferréol’s MathCurve page in 2015, told us in
2019

▶ Valette had told Ferréol after hearing about it at a meeting in
Oberwolfach in July 1984

▶ interest in these objects likely goes back to the 1960s
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